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Assignment Statement
Choose any brand and track its growth.
Apply Kapfere's model.
Track the communication over time and tell why it
changed. Mention did the change work or not.
Contents should include:
a.

Background;

b.

Brand identity - kapferers model;

c.

Stage in the PLC;

d.

Market Scenario/Challenges;

e.

Steps taken by brand at each stage- at a

communication and product level;
f.

Summary- how the brand has evolved its

communication and portfolio to adapt, and its next step.

Product Life Cycle
1977-1991

1997-2007

2007-present

Background
Apple Inc. (previously Apple Computer, Inc.) is an American
multinational corporation that designs and markets consumer
electronics, computer software, and personal computers.
The company's best-known hardware products include the
Macintosh line of computers, the iPod, the iPhone and the iPad.
Apple software includes the Mac OS X operating system; the iTunes
media browser; the iLife suite of multimedia and creativity
software; the iWork suite of productivity software; Aperture, a
professional photography package; Final Cut Studio, a suite of
professional audio and film-industry software products; Logic
Studio, a suite of music production tools; and iOS, a mobile
operating system.
The company operates 301 retail stores in ten countries, and an
online store where hardware and software products are sold.

Background (contd.)
Apple is one of the largest companies in the world and the most
valuable technology company in the world, having surpassed
Microsoft.
Established on April 1, 1976 in Cupertino, California, and
incorporated January 3, 1977, the company was previously named
Apple Computer, Inc., for its first 30 years, but removed the word
"Computer" on January 9, 2007, to reflect the company's ongoing
expansion into the consumer electronics market in addition to its
traditional focus on personal computers.
Apple has established a unique reputation in the consumer
electronics industry for reasons as various as its philosophy of
comprehensive aesthetic design to its distinctive advertising
campaigns.
Fortune magazine named Apple the most admired company in the
United States in 2008, and in the world in 2008, 2009, and 2010.

Kapfere’s Model

Physique: Strong design, the Apple logo,
Innovativeness
Personality: Perfectionist, demanding
Professional, multimedia freak
Culture: Innovation
Self-Image: Intellectual, High class (due to
high price), Perfectionist
Reflection: Unique, High-performance
Relationship: Consumer fanaticism

Introduction Stage
Market

Highly Underdeveloped market.
Competitors: Commodore PET, TRS 80, IBM and Altair
(Microsoft).
5 1/4 inch floppy disk drive had just started replacing
ordinary cassette tapes as storage devices.

Introduction Stage
Product
The Apple I personal computer kit went on sale in July 1976.
The Apple I was sold as a motherboard (with CPU, RAM, and
basic textual-video chips).
The upgraded Apple II came with color graphics and an
open architecture, thus differentiating it from its rivals.
The Apple II launched the VisiCalc spreadsheet program,
which attracted home users as it offered compatibility with
the office.

Introduction Stage
Brand
The Apple logo
(1976-1998)

The original Apple logo depicts Sir Issac
Newton sitting under an apple tree.

Employees of Apple visited other corporates to understand
what a computer was all about. Thus, nobody considered
Apple as a ground-breaker yet.
Apple as a brand was recognised when its IPO generated
more capital than even Ford Motor Company.
Right from the earlier years, Apple became known as much
for its products as for its logo. The multi-colored logo was
actually chosen because at that time Apple was the only
computer to have a color screen. The Apple logo, similar to
what we know it as now, was formalised in 1976.

Introduction Stage
Communication
Apple first started advertising in the 1970s.
The initial advertisements in the 70s and the 80s simply
wanted to convince the masses to buy a computer (it was not
that popular back then), specifically an Apple.
The print advertisements were text-heavy and light on
images. They were informational and concentrated on
functional advantages of Apple.
The ‘1984’ TV advertisement created by Ridley Scott was
aired during the Super Bowl. It mimicked imagery from
George Orwell’s ‘1984’. Voiceover: “On January 24th, Apple
Computer will introduce Macintosh. And you’ll see why 1984
wont be like ‘1984’. This was to emphasise the uniqueness of
Apple

Introduction Stage
Print Advertisements

A running theme in all Apple
advertisements, right from the start, has
been the use of famous personalities.

Introduction Stage
TV Advertisements
Advertisement 1: The 1984 Advertisement
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OYecfV3ubP8
Advertisement 2: The Lemmings Advertisement
(released during Super Bowl 1985;
was accompanied by Print Ad ‘If you go to the bathroom in the fourth quarter, you’ll be sorry;
failed)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYP1Tjgt1Ao
Advertisement 3: The Pencil Test Advertisement
(released in 1988 to showcase Macintosh II’s animation capabilities)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5iZJVa-Wfa4

Before we move to the growth stage of the life cycle, we
must review a dip in the company’s fortunes.
From the year 1991 to 1997, Apple Inc. was in great turmoil.
It seemed to have jumped straight from Introduction stage
to the Decline stage. This was due to a number of reasons
like office politics (which led to Steve Jobs being ousted
from the company), bad business decisions, failed products,
high pricing strategy and most importantly the success of
Microsoft Windows as a cheap alternative readily available
OS.
However, all this changed when Steve Jobs returned to Apple
as CEO in July 1997. Steve’s risky yet brave business decisions,
perfectionist attitude to work and utter dedication to
innovation brought Apple Inc. back from the grave. Thus,
Apple Inc. entered its Growth stage in 1997.

Growth Stage
Market
Microsoft’s Operating System ‘Windows’ was the market leader
by an unprecedented huge margin.
The launch of Linux as an open source platform created
ripples in the market. It did not succeed in denting
Microsoft’s market share but it definitely posed a significant
threat.
CDs were now the new storage devices.
In terms of networking, Wi-fi had not yet arrived and
broadband was on the anvil.

Growth Stage
Product
In 1998, Apple introduced the iMac that exhibited modern
technology with a unique design. It was a hit. The iBook
and the Powerbook were still around but did not fare well
commercially.
In 2001, the iPod revolutionised the portable audio player
market.
In 2006, MacPro, Macbook and Macbook Pro comprised
Apple’s impressive product range of personal computers.
Apple broke ground with softwares like Boot Camp, Final
Cut Pro, iMovie, Shake, Logic, GarageBand, iPhoto, iLife,
iTunes and the coup de gras in the form of the Mac OS X.

Growth Stage
Brand
Apple grew exponentially as a brand. It was considered as
the company providing the best hardware/software to the
professionals and perfectionists while also ensuring that it
was easy to use for everybody.
Opening of official Apple retail stores only strengthened
their standing. They were the first to allow consumers to
experience first-hand the products.
Time magazine reported that ‘Apple does not have

loyalists, they have fanatics’.

Growth Stage
Communication
Apple changed its logo from the rainbow-colored logo to a
monochrome logo in 1998. An Aqua-themed version was used
from 2001-2003, and a glass-themed verson has been in use
since 2003.
‘Think Different’ became the call-sign for Apple during
1997-2002, and is still used for some products like the iPod
and the iMac. It was discontinued with the advent of the
‘Switch’ campaign in 2002.
‘iThink, therefore iMac’ and ‘Say hello to iPhone’ are also
some product-specific slogans.
The advertisements expectedly became graphic-heavy, less
informational and banked more on emotional appeal.

Growth Stage
Print Advertisements

The iMac

Famous Personalities continued to be
the flavor of print advertisements.

Growth Stage
TV Advertisements
Advertisement 1: The Crazy Ones
(featured black and white video footage of significant historical people)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4oAB83Z1ydE
Advertisement 2: The Switch campaign
(2002; it encouraged people to switch from Windows to Mac OS;
featured common people relating real life indicdents)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l2-UuIEOcss
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ariXkEKuBU&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xo4BpgfWiBE&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=esmHMnAw1Po&feature=related
Advertisement 3: The Get a Mac campaign
(this controversial campaign started in 2006;
portrays conversations between two men purported to be Windows and Mac OS)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5z0Ia5jDt4

Maturity Stage
Market

2007 onwards was the age of cutting-edge technology and
innovation.
Companies all over the world were trying to outdo each
other with newer products being launched regularly. It was a
given that your computer purchase would become obsolete
within months.
iPod had totally changed the dynamics of the portable
audio player market.

Maturity Stage
Product
The slimmest laptop in the world, the laptop that could fit in
an office envelope, the Macbook Air came into being.
Brand extensions became the norm of the day.
The iPod led to a number of ‘me-too’ brands and products
that dotted the landscape but none came close to the iPod in
terms of technology or interface.
The iPhone (current and previous models: original, 3G, 3Gs
and 4) made Apple the third-largest mobile handset supplier
in 2008. Apple TV was launched in 2007. The iPad, launched in
2010, sold 3,00,000 units in a day.
The software market saw App Store (for iPhone and iPod, later
iPad), iLife’11, Mac OS X Lion and recently a Mac App Store.

Maturity Stage
Brand

in 2007, Apple dropped the ‘Computer’ from its name and
stuck with ‘Apple Inc.’. This change reflected the company’s
shift of focus from personal computers to other products.
Apple as a brand has grown from strength to strength and is
now one of the top 10 recognised brands in the world.
In 2010, Apple’s market cap exceeded that of Microsoft for
the first time since 1989. This proved, beyond doubt, the
brand’s now enormous stature.

Maturity Stage
Communication
The ‘Get A Mac’ campaign had gone beyond any to establish
the supremacy of Apple as a brand. It was also significant as
it created the image of ‘fun and work in a perfect way’ that
the company desired.
The print advertisements now consisted solely of graphics,
photos of products. Text is now minimal in Apple’s
communications.
Advertisements for other products like iPod, iPhone and
iPad were also created with the same flavor.

Maturity Stage
Print Advertisements

People started to identify Apple
with the ‘i’ before every
product.
Apple leveraged this in all its
communications.

Maturity Stage
TV Advertisements
Advertisement 1: The iPad ads
(iPad is electric, delicious, amazing, musical)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lpo__xhTSv8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHbfi5SE_3A&feature=channel
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MKxoqRoRB0c&feature=channel
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RrJhw_pHMf4&feature=channel
Advertisement 2: The Get a Mac campaign
(the campaign continued till 2010)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5z0Ia5jDt4
Advertisement 3: The iPhone 4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wU7s0EMaXp8&feature=channel
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_vGH96kfM0&NR=1

Summary
All in all, Apple Inc. is a company that has changed the
world. It changed the personal computer segment with iMac
and Macbook, the portable audio player segment with the
iPod and the mobile handset segment with the iPhone. It
created a new product segment in the iPad. It spawned a
whole industry of Application makers for its products via
the App Store. It provided professionals the opportunity to
extract the maximum for their work. It allowed the home
users to experience extraordinary multimedia content.

Apple Inc. is Apple Inc. and we are
mere fanatics.

